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WELCOME 
From our Chief Executive, Stephen Hale OBE

It’s been a year of crisis for refugees and indecision for many who should be stepping 
up to support them. Globally, the scale of the refugee crisis continues to grow. Yet in 
Europe and beyond, many countries have responded not with compassion but with 
border restrictions and hostile measures. Here in Britain our government made a new 
commitment to refugee resettlement but in all other areas political turbulence has 
severely limited progress. 
 
In the midst of the turbulence, we are changing lives for the better. This is thanks 
to the support of our donors and funders, to collaborations with partners large and small, and dedication of our 
staff and volunteers. Every time we enable someone to escape homelessness, find work, or secure a change in 
government policy, it is the generosity and commitment of all our supporters that has made it possible.

This was the final year of the three year strategy we set in 2016. This marked a major change in our approach, with a 
much-increased focus on the root causes of the problems faced everyday by people seeking safety in the UK. 

Over the past 12 months our achievements include supporting:

 1. Over 2,500 people in the asylum system, to take transformative action to access justice and tackle 
  poverty and homelessness
 2. 1,800 resettled refugees to rebuild their lives in the UK 
 3. 83 charities, to increase their immigration legal advice expertise or adopt early action approaches 
  in their service delivery

But there is a long way to go to make our vision a reality.

We achieve nothing alone. Collaboration is one of the three values that underpin all our work. Hundreds of 
organisations share our vision for how the UK should treat people seeking safety. We’re deeply committed to 
working with others to achieve our shared goals, whether through local partnership or national campaigning.

So, I was truly delighted when the Lift The Ban campaign won the best campaign collaboration award at the 
National Campaign Awards. The award was jointly given to Refugee Action and Asylum Matters, co-ordinators 
of a coalition that incredibly has over 175 partners. We won’t rest, of course, until the ban is lifted on people 
seeking asylum finding work. 

Our task at Refugee Action is to secure tangible improvements in the lives of people seeking asylum in the UK. 
Martin Luther King famously said that “The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends towards justice”. 
It does not bend by itself. It is only by mobilising public compassion, energy, generosity and activism that we 
can make Britain a country that truly welcomes refugees.

Stephen Hale OBE
Chief Executive

When we arrived, we knew nothing,  
understood nothing and knew no one 
- it was like being blind-folded. I was 
so frustrated because I don’t know 
where anything was and had no idea 
how to use the bus. But over time, 
I am figuring things out. I struggled 
a lot with isolation in the beginning. 
Especially without the language, 
it was so difficult. Thank god, we 
speak a fair bit of English now too. 
This has been helpful to connect 
with people. We love the  
community, we love the house 
and have settled in well.

Badir

“

”
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Refugee Action exists to make  
the UK a fairer place for people 
fleeing persecution. We campaign 
for change and offer practical advice 
and support so refugees and people 
seeking asylum can rebuild their 
lives with dignity. 

OUR VISION
Refugees and people seeking 
asylum will : 

•  Be welcome in the UK

•  Get justice 

•  Live free of poverty 

•  And be able to successfully 
  rebuild their lives

OUR MISSION 
Refugee Action plays a leading role in overcoming the 
challenges facing refugees and people seeking asylum
in the UK. We work with others to develop and deliver
innovative services that benefit the majority of refugees 
and people seeking asylum. 

We successfully build public and political support for 
policy change, so refugees and people seeking asylum  
can rebuild their lives. We are a trusted partner and ally 
for organisations that enable refugees to rebuild their 
lives in the UK.

OUR VALUES
With refugees and people seeking asylum
Our work is shaped by the experience of refugees and 
people seeking asylum. We stand alongside them to call 
for change and empower them to realise their aspirations. 

Courageous
We’re bold and creative in all that we do. We’re driven by our 
determination to ensure that all our work enables refugees 
and people seeking asylum to successfully rebuild their lives 
in the UK. 
 
Collaborative 
We cannot succeed alone. We believe in collaborating 
with other organisations that share our vision, benefitting 
from their skills and strengths. 
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2,500
Over 2500 people supported in the  
asylum system, taking transformative  
action to access justice and tackle  
homelessness and poverty

83
charities supported to increase their  
immigration legal advice expertise  
or adopt early action approaches  
in their service delivery

1,800
resettled refugees supported to  
rebuild their lives in the UK

175
 
organisations were part of an 
award-winning coalition of 
organisations campaigning 
to end the ban on people 
seeking asylum working, 
securing a commitment to 
review the policy

Progress and lessons learned – 
reflections on the last three years 

When we embarked on our 2016 – 19 strategy we had just 
one part-time advocacy member of staff and no good 
practice programme. We had a long history and strong 
organisational expertise in resettlement, but the UK was 
resettling less than 1,000 refugees a year, so the scale of 
our programme was relatively modest. Cuts in government 
funding meant that we had gone from being one of the 
biggest providers of asylum advice to delivering a small 
number of targeted projects.

The first arrival of resettled refugees outside Greater  
Manchester was to Birmingham in December 2015. Our first 
good practice programme supporting charities wishing to 
establish the skills and authorisation to give vital  
immigration advice was up and running in early 2016.  
We also substantially increased our asylum destitution 
support work in early 2016. Our first major campaign victory 
on funding for English language classes came in  
September 2016. Since then the scale, quality and impact 
of all our work has continued to grow. 

We successfully established ourselves as the organisation 
we set out to be in our mission. By 2019 we are playing 
a leading role in overcoming the challenges facing 
refugees and asylum seekers in the UK. We develop and 
deliver innovative services. We also successfully build 
public and political support for policy change and are a 
trusted partner and ally for dozens of organisations who 
share our vision.

But we set out to be much more impactful than this. There is a 
long way to go to make our vision a reality. Our programmes 
have changed many lives for the better. Our campaigns and 
good practice work is making a difference. But this change 
is not systemic, and life has not improved for the majority of 
people claiming asylum in the UK.
 
We have therefore reflected on how our approach needs to 
change in our new three-year strategy, if we are to achieve 
the changes so urgently needed for refugees and people 
seeking asylum in the UK.

OUR OBJECTIVES
2016-19
We achieve our objectives through direct services, support and advice to 
other organisations, and through our campaigns. We deliver our services in 
London, the West Midlands, the North-West and West Yorkshire.

Justice

 1. Secure support for most new asylum seekers so that they can 
  focus on their asylum case and get protection where it is needed. 

 2. Secure a significant increase in the quantity and quality of legal  
  advice available to refused asylum seekers so that those who  
  need  protection get it.

Freedom from poverty

 3. Reduce the level of homelessness and precarious housing among  
  people failed by the asylum system. 

 4. Ensure that refugees and other migrants settling in the UK are  
  able to avoid poverty and to thrive – in particular through 
  employment, debt avoidance, good health and positive 
  relationships with host communities.

 5. Ensure that refugees resettled in the UK are empowered to rebuild  
  their lives successfully.

Campaigns and Influence

 6. Persuade the UK government to provide safe and legal routes for  
  100,000 refugees by 2020, through campaigns that reflect our  
  experience of best practice.

 7. Ensure faster, fairer asylum decisions by securing tangible  
  improvements to the system, and defend the rights of asylum  
  seekers and refugees to rebuild their lives in Britain without falling  
  into poverty.  

 8. Build a strong and committed campaigns supporter base of at  
  least 50,000 people, and work with a broad range of ‘unusual’  
  allies to engage up to 2 million people in campaigning – to make  
  Britain a country that respects the rights of refugees. 

WELCOME FROM THE CHIEF 

HOW DID WE DO?
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The Asylum Support system is 
simply not equipped to meet 
the needs of clients with such 
significant vulnerabilities and 
needs as Reem. Suitable 
housing was only provided, in 
this case, after more than a 
year, involving two separate 
legal challenges. Within an 
uncaring and unaccountble 
bureaucracy, it is only through 
tenacious and expert 
casework and advocacy that 
vulnerable people like Reem 
are able to realise their basic 
human rights. 

Dom Riley, 
Reem’s Refugee Action 
caseworker 

“

” Project Focus: Children and Families and At Home in Bradford
These two projects in Bradford, funded respectively by Bradford Metropolitan District Council 
and Children in Need, work with families as they navigate the asylum process and support their 
children who are not able to immediately access school. We support families from arrival in 
Bradford, through all the challenges that the asylum process throws at them, to a final
decision on their claim and beyond. We guide them through the various stages of the 
process, anticipate crises and advocate on their behalf, as well as providing vital support 
to children who have not yet had school places.

The support we provide involves resolving the challenges and risks a family is facing and 
group support sessions to ensure they are linked into the broader community.  We also 
organise trips out locally and beyond to help facilitate integration and well-being.

In 2018-19 these projects:

1.  Supported 239 families by helping them to familiarise   
  themselves to the city and with any issues that may 
  arise in relation to their asylum application and support
 
2.  Supported 542 children, helping to reduce their feelings  
  of loneliness and isolation by providing tailored 
  activities that enable them to mix with other children  
  their own age and supporting them to access school  
  places where needed

3.  Delivered 708 one to one support sessions helping  
  to improve their emotional health and reduce the  
  effects of poverty

I don’t remember 
being relaxed this
much in the last 
ten years of my life

Rashan 
mother of two 
on our annual 
residential break

“
”

ASYLUM SERVICES  
Helping people fight injustice & live free from poverty 

The asylum system damages, de-humanises and disempowers so many of the people 
who go through it. People who have fled persecution, discrimination and violence. 
The lack of information and support for people going through the system means they 
frequently do not understand their rights. As a result, many end up homeless, destitute 
and living in poverty. Many suffer physical and mental health challenges and become 
isolated and marginalised.

Our asylum services:

 • Give people understanding and knowledge of the asylum process as early 
  as possible
 • Provide legal advice for people who can’t easily access legal aid
 • Support people seeking asylum who are destitute to challenge refusals of  
  asylum support and move into housing
 • Provide specialist support for very vulnerable groups such as young people 
  reuniting with their families, rough sleepers and asylum-seeking families
 • Tackle destitution and poverty after a grant of refugee status   

In 2018-19 Refugee Action provided a range of asylum services across  
North West, West Yorkshire, West Midlands and London in 2018-19. We: 

 • Supported 2,787 people with experience of the asylum system 
 • Trained over 100 expert volunteers to deliver services   
 • Enabled 51 destitute and homeless people to access housing and financial 
  support, and focus on their asylum claim
   

Project Focus: Asylum Crisis
This project empowers vulnerable people to escape homelessness or prevent them from 
falling into it. The project runs in London, Greater Manchester and West Midlands, funded 
by National Lottery Community Fund, John Ellerman Trust, Comic Relief, City Bridge Trust 
and an individual donor.  We provide expert advice for people seeking asylum who need 
to understand their options and prove their eligibility for housing and financial support 
from the Home Office or Local Authorities. We advocate on their behalf against wrongful 
refusals of support or where their case is complex, and they need assistance to prove 
their eligibility for that support.

Reem’s story
Reem is a woman seeking asylum in her late 60s with significant mental and physical 
health needs. The UK Visas and Immigration service (UKVI) had refused to house her,  
so she was living in her son’s one bed first floor flat. Reem cannot walk up or down 
stairs. Living in her son’s flat, she is housebound and isolated, exacerbating her mental 
health issues. Her adult children are keen to provide daily care to her. She needed safe, 
appropriate housing close to her children.

The Asylum Crisis project successfully challenged UKVI’s refusal to offer support.  
Despite this there were unacceptable delays. We submitted a legal letter before action, 
giving UKVI 14 days to accommodate Reem suitably. UKVI agreed to act but continued
to fail to secure suitable accommodation. We worked with solicitors to legally 
challenge this and made a Community Care Act referral to the Local Authority to 
provide Reem with support. In the meantime, we secured subsistence payments from 
the UKVI while she awaited appropriate housing. Finally, Reem was able to move into 
suitable accommodation.
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Saafa’s story

Having been forced to flee their home in Iraq, 
Saafa and his family were resettled to the 
UK in 2018. Refugee Action was there from 
the moment they arrived and continued to 
support them through the long journey of 
rebuilding their lives here. 

After fleeing my home-country of Iraq, we 
moved to a neighbouring country. Those 
days were difficult - we did not feel the sense 
of safety and security that we left our country 
in search of.

Finally, one day we found out that we would 
be relocating to the UK – and this was a 
dream come true because we knew that we 
would be safe and that we would finally be 
given equal rights to others around us. On 
the way to the airport, I couldn’t imagine how 
we were going to leave the pain, sorrow and 
death behind and move on to a new world.

I am proud to be part of this society 
and I am working towards becoming a 
productive member of it. I have been 
learning English too, but it will take me 
a bit longer to become as fluent as my 
children. I want to work, because I want 
to contribute and support this country 
in the same way this country has 
supported us. 

Saafa

“

”

The total number  
of people arriving
in the UK that we’ve
supported over the 
past year

770
When we arrived at the airport in the UK, we  
were greeted by smiling faces – the staff and 
volunteers of Refugee Action. We thought we 
were in a dream. Until that point, we had struggled 
so much, and no one would help us, but finally we 
were in a good place with good people.

Refugee Action helped us start the process of 
settling in. They helped us open a bank account, 
buy mobile phones and set up email address-
es. They took us to nearby shopping areas and 
introduced us to our new neighbourhood. They 
also took us to see our children’s new school, 
which they were already registered in before we 
even arrived. Aaiesha became our caseworker 
for an entire year and worked tirelessly to sup-
port all our needs and helped us understand our 
rights and obligations in this country.

Now, a year later, we feel more independent and 
able to do almost everything on our own. We’re 
so happy that we’re here in the country of law, 
country of freedom, country of happiness.

China
(x)%

Germany
(x)%

United Kingdom
& Ireland

(x)%

US
(x)%

EGYPT

SYRIA

TURKEY

IRAQ

LIBYA

GREECE

This map shows the countries where the 
people have come from who are supported 
through our resettlement work.

“

”

REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT 
Rebuilding lives with dignity

When Refugee Action was first founded, back in 1981, we were working with refugees from Vietnam  
to rebuild their lives in the UK. Supporting refugees arriving through our resettlement programme 
remains a central part of our work.

Over the past year we’ve supported a total of 770 people arriving in the UK. Of these 310 refugees came 
through the government’s resettlement programmes for Syrians and vulnerable families, and resettled  
in the West Midlands, Liverpool City Region and London. We welcomed and supported a further  
460 refugees in Greater Manchester, as part of UNHCR’s Gateway Resettlement Programme. 
We also supported more than 500 refugees who arrived prior to the start of the year.

The refugees we welcome have experienced trauma, civil war, torture, and often have long waits for  
resettlement, frequently in destitution without proper accommodation, access to healthcare and 
schools. This takes its toll. For many families the process of healing and rebuilding can be a difficult 
journey even after reaching the safety of a new home in our communities. 
 
Getting used to a new country, language, neighbours, shops, streets, cultures and attitudes takes 
time and is hard work. Our resettlement teams are there throughout the first twelve months, to 
inform, support and empower our families. We meet with them regularly to formally review how 
they feel they’re progressing on their personal integration. These regular meetings enable our 
clients to measure their progress and achievements, and are a vital source of information for 
us on the impact of our work. Our clients, on average, feel that they progressed in relation to 
health, employment, housing, education and finances over the twelve months during which 
we support and empower them.
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individuals have 
increased awareness 
of immigration advice 
requirements and 
boundaries, and can 
identify someone in 
need of immigration 
advice and refer them 
appropriately 

325
organisations 
have increased 
their immigration 
advice 
registration

34
people seeking 
asylum avoided or 
were supported to 
end their crisis

1,147
frontline 
refugee support 
organisations 
have strengthened 
their early action 
practice

8
organisations 
have signed up 
to the Asylum 
Early Action 
principles

18
This year  the headline 
impacts of the programme  
were that :

organisations have 
increased their 
capacity to identify 
people in need of
immigration advice 
and provide them 
with appropriate 
information and 
support

122
Across the last three years :

individuals have 
registered to 
give immigration 
advice

117

Project Focus :  
Asylum Early Action programme

This programme was launched in July 2018 and is funded by 
the National Lottery Community Fund. It aims to prevent and 
de-escalate the crises that people seeking asylum face as 
they journey through the UK’s complex asylum system. It is a 
unique partnership programme led by Refugee Action with 
partners: Refugee Women Connect, Nottingham and 
Nottinghamshire Refugee Forum, Bristol Refugee Rights, 
Brushstrokes, Action Foundation, PAFRAS and Southwark Day 
Centre. It gives partner organisations funding to re-design 
their services to incorporate Early Action; to create and 
promote the principles that underpin Early Action so that 
other refugee support organisations can adopt them; and 
establish an evidence base to persuade funders and policy 
makers to adopt an early action approach.

An important component of our Early Action programme is 
Asylum Guides. This is a project model to support people as 
early as possible in their asylum journey, to increase their 
legal literacy and their ability to navigate the asylum 
process. Refugee Action piloted this in 2016 – 18. We found 
that in 71 cases where we knew the asylum decision: 

 • 57% of people received a positive asylum decision
 • Knowledge of Refugee Convention at start: 
  3% of service users
 • Knowledge of Refugee Convention after working 
  with Guide: 96% of service users

During 2018/19, we supported the following organisations 
to adopt the Asylum Guides model:

 • Brushstrokes
 • Refugee Women Connect
 • Nottingham and Nottinghamshire 
  Refugee Forum
 • SWAP

GOOD PRACTICE AND PARTNERSHIPS
Working together to build a community of support 
We have built a strong and innovative network of charities, which is critical to 
providing the most effective support for refugees and people seeking asylum in 
the UK. Many excellent smaller refugee and asylum support charities are doing  
great work, but struggle with capacity and are not connected to others facing 
similar challenges.  

We support them by :

•   Creating connections between them to address common challenges
• Building on their substantial skills and expertise
• Testing and sharing new approaches to service delivery

Over the last year, we supported 83 organisations covering all parts of 
the country. In our annual survey, 74% of respondents felt their interaction 
with our good practice team was useful or very useful. 

Project Focus :  
Frontline Immigration Advice Project

The Frontline project is funded by Paul Hamlyn Foundation, 
Legal Education Foundation and Unbound Philanthropy. It supports 
organisations who are considering delivering immigration advice. 
The complexities of the UK’s immigration rules and refugee protection 
system mean that people require expert advice and support. 
People often only realise this need when they are in crisis. 
Unfortunately, cuts to publicly funded immigration advice and 
legal aid mean that support organisations are unable to refer 
them to specialist caseworkers. So, we use a digital platform 
to provide support for individuals and charities wishing to train 
to provide immigration advice. 
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STAND UP 
FOR ASYLUM
We launched our Stand Up For Asylum 
campaign in 2017, calling for a fair and 
effective system and conducting intensive 
advocacy to make the case for change at 
the Home Office. This year we’ve seen real 
signs of openness to these reform at all 
levels, and a recognition that these must 
be rooted in understanding the experiences 
of people in the asylum process. But 
tangible progress is painfully slow. 
We will not rest until this changes.

One area where we have secured clear 
improvements through our campaigns 
and advocacy is in access to asylum 
support, with notable improvements in 
timeliness and quality of decision making 
on applications. This means vulnerable 
individuals and families are spared weeks 
and often months of destitution including 
street homelessness. But too many people 
still wait too long. So we continue to 
campaign to ensure that all people  
seeking safety in Britain receive the  
support they need. 

LIFT THE BAN
Our priority this year on asylum reform  
has been to lift the ban on people seeking 
asylum in the UK from working. It’s a  
terrible policy which wastes people’s 
skills and potential, forces them to live in 
poverty and takes a huge toll on people’s 

mental wellbeing. It also costs the public 
money. The UK is alone among comparable 
nations in taking such a draconian 
approach. 

We launched the Lift The Ban campaign 
with our partners at Asylum Matters,  
calling on the Government to restore the 
right to work to people who have been 
waiting six months for a decision on their 
asylum claim. A strong and diverse  
coalition of over 175 charities, businesses, 
trade unions, faith groups and think tanks 
is backing the campaign. 

The coalition has carried out a huge array 
of impactful, collaborative campaigning  
at national and local level. Experts by 
experience have been at the forefront – 
meeting MPs, government advisers and 
officials in parliament and in local  
constituencies and speaking to media. 
This has resulted in strong support from 
the public, business leaders and  
parliamentarians of all parties.

The then Home Secretary Sajid Javid MP 
announced a review of the policy in  
December 2018, and in his final statement 
to parliament said “it’s time for reform.”
The strength of the coalition was 
recognised when Lift The Ban was awarded 
Best Coalition Campaign at the prestigious 
Sheila McKechnie National Campaigner 
awards. This is fantastic and very welcome 
recognition of the coalition’s work so far. 
But the prize we really want is to lift the 
ban – and we’ll continue to campaign  
until we achieve that goal.

LET REFUGEES 
LEARN
 
Refugees in Britain are still waiting too  
long to start English language classes  
and receiving too few hours once they 
start. This follows funding cuts of almost 
60% over the past decade and has a  
damaging impact on integration and 
rebuilding lives.

We’ve already achieved a lot through our 
Let Refugees Learn campaign – including 
funding to provide a minimum 8 hours 
English teaching a week to resettled Syrian 
refugees. But while refugees remain locked 
out of learning, we’ll keep campaigning.
 
We therefore launched a new report high-
lighting the continued problems refugees 
experience, generating and mobilising 
public support, highlighting the issue 
through the media and in parliament, and 
making the case for change to the Gov-
ernment. We expect, and will keep pressing 
for, further reform in the coming months, 
with the publication of the Government’s 
long-awaited strategy on English.

We redefined Refugee Action in late 2015, 
embarking on a profoundly new approach. 
We brought all our work together under a 
clear theory of change and established 
our good practice and campaign teams to 
work together with our front-line services 
in pursuit of our vision. We’re enormously 
proud of the impact of our work over the 
past three years.

Refugees need help to speak English, 
so that we can speak to people. Good 
integration starts with English. When you 
know the language, life will be much easier 
for you - you can speak to people, start 
to work – this is good for the country. In 
the beginning, we wanted to speak to our 
neighbours, but we couldn’t because we

We know from refugees and people seeking asylum that they experience injustice and daunting 
challenges at every stage after arrival in the UK.  So we work with a  wide range of partners, our  
services and with refugees and people seeking asylum to campaign for change. 

The acute political instability the country has experienced this year, significantly reduces the 
space within government for decisions to be made and change to take place. Nonetheless,  
we have continued to work with our allies and experts by experience to press for reform and  
achieve campaigning impact.
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didn’t have the language. Now we speak 
better and practice English with them. We 
have conversations and I pick up words.  
They are very good neighbours and  
it makes me very happy. I always feel  
that they do things from the heart.

Joseph

CAMPAIGNING  
Mobilising the public and striving for lasting change
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We’ve had a great three years but we are still too far from our vision of a 
country where people who’ve been forced to flee are welcome, can live free of 
poverty and injustice, and successfully rebuild their lives. We’re determined to 
change that. 

So our new 2019 - 2022 strategy includes some important changes to our 
approach. We have set ambitious new objectives and revised our mission. 
We are clearer than ever that our goal is to secure fundamental changes in 
the experience of people seeking asylum and in refugee integration. In 2016-19 
we focused on doing this at national level. But we need to be effective locally 
too, if we are to achieve our goals. In 2019-22 we will spend more time 
focusing on achieving change at local level, working with other 
organisations and influencing local and regional government. 

We also commit to an important shift in the way we work. It will 
be directly shaped by those with lived experience of the asylum 
process and as a refugee in the UK. We will shift power to 
refugees and people seeking asylum so they influence both our 
work and decisions made by government. We will also increase 
refugee representation in our staff and board. 

Collaboration with others is essential to achieving the ambitious 
objectives to which we commit here. We look forward to working 
with current and future partners and allies to achieve the 
systemic changes required to transform the lives of those 
seeking safety in the UK.

Objective By 2022

1 A fair and effective asylum  
system, in which people  
access justice and avoid 
destitution

•

•

•

90% of people we support are reached as early as possible, 
understand their situation, and take transformative action

165 organisations develop their service delivery offer, either in 
relation to increased legal advice capacity or adopting 
‘early action’ approaches to service delivery 

Systemic improvements in fairness and effectiveness of UK asylum 
system, and experience of people during the asylum process

2 Substantial improvements 
in services and outcomes for 
people in 3 areas or regions, 
due to a planned, joined up  
and holistic approach by  
charities, local and regional 
government

•

•

Three area or city region strategies successfully address needs 
throughout integration journey (from point of arrival), designed 
by voluntary sector, experts by experience and local government

Shared regional service user integration plan and shared 
approach to data collection adopted by RA and a significant 
proportion of local partners

3 Maintain and increase the 
number of refugees 
resettled to the UK, living 
in safety and successfully 
rebuilding their lives

•

•

 New programme maintains and then increases resettlement to 
10,000 refugees per year by 2022

At least 90% of refugees resettled with Refugee Action 
demonstrate progress in their Personal Independence Plans

4 Increased refugee  
integration through  
securing a substantial  
increase in the quantity and 
quality of English language 
provision and enabling  
refugees to overcome  
barriers to employment

•

•

•

Each refugee entitled to eight hours per week of certified, quality 
ESOL support for two years 

90% of people we support on their employment journey make 
progress on integration goals

Refugee Action recognised by stakeholders as playing a 
valuable role in increasing refugee employment

THE NEXT THREE YEARS 
An ambitious approach to achieving our vision

OUR 2019 - 22 OBJECTIVES
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Catherine fled from persecution in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo along 
with her husband in 2018. Catherine is 
a crucial member of RAS Voice, the 
Ambassador Network programme and 
has been instrumental in delivering 
many of our campaigning activities. 

 1  To involve refugees and people seeking asylum in our decisions   
  and work. We see the involvement of the people we support in   
  the design and implementation of our campaigns as the area   
  where in the short-term we can have most impact. We will also   
  empower and listen to independent groups of refugees and   
  people seeking asylum.

 2  To increase the employment of refugees. To achieve this we   
  will take steps to improve existing practices where relevant and   
  provide training and support for potential staff who are experts   
  by experience. This will be a learning process and we will test   
  different approaches. Through this work and by working with 
  others, we will also seek to strengthen refugee leadership across   
  the sector.   

 3  Increase refugee representation on our board. Our goal is that   
  at least 40% of our board should be made up of refugees and   
  people seeking asylum by 2022. We will also create opportunities  
  for experts by experience to meet the board and contribute to   
  their understanding and decisions.

Meet a few of our experts by experience :

Ahmed was forced to flee Egypt in 2015. Ahmed was supported by  
us in London, and besides going on to build several successful 
businesses, is a supporter of our campaigns and fundraising work.
 

Being a part of Refugee Action - I feel like 
I am contributing towards my liberty. 
Having a sense of purpose, responsibility 
and feeling useful – that’s a huge thing. 
It has given us hope again that something 
can be done about our situation. It has put 
us in the picture, involved us in making 
improvements. Making those changes in 
the system has been nothing but gratifying. 

Catherine

“

”

Thank you for helping me to share my 
story with refugees and people here. 
My heart is really happy now.                                

Ahmed

“

”

I feel part of a community who are passionate and 
driven about humanity and the rights of asylum 
seekers, refugees and migrants. As an asylum seeker 
it’s helped me engage positively with others and has 
given me the confidence to go out in the community 
and fight for a great cause. Thank you to Refugee 
Action from the bottom of my heart. I’m really proud 
to be the voice of other asylum seekers.

SAM

SAM was forced to flee her home in 
East Africa and has been in the asylum 
process for 7 years. SAM is part of our 
Ambassador Network programme and 
is a spokesperson and advocate for 
our campaigns work.

“

” 

SHIFTING THE POWER 
To refugees and people seeking asylum 
Refugee Action does not exist to work for people, but to work with them and to empower  
them to take control of their own lives and to influence the issues that matter to them.  
So the insights of people with lived experience of the asylum process and as a refugee  
in the UK must shape our decisions and our work. They are the experts. This will have a  
positive impact on our work, as well as for those we involve and empower. 

We have identified the areas where the potential impact of action in this area is greatest. 
We have made commitments in three main areas:



We achieve nothing alone. Everything we do at Refugee  
Action, and the difference we make, is the result of the  
support we receive and those with whom we collaborate.  
All donations, both small and large are hugely appreciated.

Many thanks to the trusts, foundations, companies and 
individuals who have made significant grants this year to 
support our work.

 • The Access to Justice Foundation
 • Alan and Babette Sainsbury Charitable Fund
 • Aziz Foundation
 • Barrow Cadbury Trust
 • The National Lottery Community Fund  
  (Partnership Programme, Reaching Communities,   
  Help Through Crisis, Building Better Opportunities)
 • Bradford District Care NHS Foundation Trust (BDCFT)
 • Bradford Metropolitan District Council
 • Brewster Maude Charitable Trust
 • The Brand Trust
 • The Calypso Browning Trust
 • Children In Need
 • City Bridge Trust
 • Comic Relief
 • The Economist Charitable Trust 
 • Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
 • Islamic Relief
 • JUSACA Charitable Trust
 • The Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust
 • The Legal Education Foundation
 • Mary and Jonathan Scherer
 • James Cochrane
 • P2G LLP
 • Paul Hamlyn Foundation
 • Petersham Nurseries
 • The Rayne Foundation
 • Segelman Trust
 • Sigrid Rausing Trust
 • Unbound Philanthropy
 • The Utley Foundation
 • Those who would prefer to remain anonymous
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THANK YOU 
To our supporters and funders 

Services partners

Thanks to each of the organisations  
with whom we have collaborated and 
partnered over the past year.

 • ASHA
 • Asylum Link
 • Asylum Support Appeals Project (ASAP)
 • Bethel Project
 • British Red Cross
 • Brushstrokes
 • Capital of Cycling
 • CARAS
 • Central England Law Centre
 • Clifford Chance
 • Coram Children’s Centre
 • Coventry Refugee & Migrant Centre
 • Croydon Young Refugees Forum
 • Deighton Pierce Glynn
 • Fatima House
 • Freedom from Torture
 • The Gateway Education & Arts Centre
 • Groundwork
 • Helen Bamber Foundation
 • The Hive
 • Hope Projects
 • The Huddersfield Mission
 • Islington Refugee Forum
 • Kirklees CALC
 • The Migrants’ Law Project
 • Paiwand
 • Peace House
 • Praxis
 • Rainbow Haven
 • Restore
 • Revive
 • Safe Passage
 • SHINE West Bowling
 • Shrewsbury School

 • Shropshire Supports Refugees (CIC)
 • Solace
 • Southwark Day Centre for Asylum   
  Seekers
 • St Augustine’s Centre
 • St Chad’s Centre
 • St Mungo’s
 • St Peters Centre
 • Stoke On Trent & North Staffordshire CAB
 • St Margaret’s Church 
 • Wharfdale Refugee volunteer group
 • Young Roots

Asylum good practice and 
partnership partners

Our asylum good practice and partnership 
team is grateful for the contribution made by 
the following:

Delivery partners

 • CAST (Centre for Acceleration of  
  Social Technology)
 • DLA Piper
 • Homeless Link

Partners supporting the development 
of the Early Action Charter Programme
 
 • Action Foundation
 • Bristol Refugee Rights
 • Brushstrokes
 • MRANG
 • Nottingham and Nottinghamshire 
  Refugee Forum
 • PAFRAS
 • Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers 

THANK YOU 
To our partners and allies
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OUR PROMISE TO YOU
Together, we make a difference to the lives, hopes and wellbeing of 
individuals and refugee families arriving in the UK. We make sure 
people are not left isolated and in poverty, and can build a new life 
in peace, with dignity and hope.

We couldn’t do the work we do without you, which is why we value 
your trust so highly. It’s also why, when you make the decision to 
support us, we make this promise to you:

 1. We will use your donations in the best way possible. For   
  every £1 spent in 2018/19, 72 pence was on making sure that  
  people fleeing war and fear can rebuild their lives, 16 pence  
  was spent on running the charity and 12 pence was spent on  
  fundraising. 

 2. We will respect your privacy. We will never share your 
  details with any other organisation or charity for their use. 

 3. We will only contact you where there is a legitimate interest  
  to do so and in the way that you prefer, whether that be by  
  mail, phone, email or text. You can change your preferences  
  anytime by calling our Supporter Care Team on 0207 952 1563.

 4. We will share stories of the people you help, respecting their  
  privacy by changing their identity where necessary.  

 5. Together, we won’t stop until all refugee and asylum seekers  
  are welcome in the UK. Until they get justice, live free from 
  poverty and are able to successfully rebuild their lives.

APPROACH TO FUNDRAISING
 
At Refugee Action, we’re committed to treating everyone with respect, which is  
why we are committed to the highest standards in data protection and fundraising 
practice. We are registered with the Fundraising Regulator and abide by their 
Fundraising Promise and the Code of Fundraising Practice.
    
Since the General Data Protection Regulation became law in May 2018 we have  
ensured that our consent and privacy policies are fully compliant with the new  
legislation. In cases where we work with suppliers or third parties, we ensure they 
work to the highest standards and are fully compliant with data protection. 

We take any complaints very seriously and, if received, investigate and respond to 
them as per our complaints policy, which is available on our website. This year we did 
not receive any formal complaints regarding our fundraising activity. Any complaints 
we do receive are carefully reviewed to determine any changes we need to make,  
and we update our database whenever this is requested.
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 72p
is on helping people 
to rebuild their lives 
in safety and peace

16p
is on running 
the charity

12p
is on fundraising 
to ensure our 
future stability

FOR EVERY £1 SPENT

FINANCIAL REVIEW 
Refugee Action is diversifying our funding sources and investing in public 
fundraising, through a rolling three-year budget, that is approved by the board 
annually, to ensure our long-term financial sustainability. For the year ended 31 
March 2019 the charity made a deficit of £274K (2018: £254K deficit) decreasing total 
funds to £3.94m (2018: £4.21m). This resulted from a deficit of £714k on unrestricted 
and a surplus of £440k on restricted funds. This deficit was anticipated by the board, 
as part of the substantial financial transition that the organisation is making. 
At 31 March 2019 the charity had total reserves of £3.9m (31 March 2018: £4.2m).

INCOME 
2017-18 / £6.5M

2018-19 / £7.3M

Refugee Action’s total income for the year ended 31 March 2019 has increased by 
£777k to £7.3m (2018: £6.5m).

During the financial year, our restricted income for Resettlement and Justice and 
good practice services have increased by £149k and £519k respectively. Similarly, 
donations from the public has also increased by £121k. 

During the financial year, we received total grant funding of £1.5m (2018: £1.5m) 
from the Home Office. 

The balance of the income for the year ended 31 March 2019 included grants £4.7m 
(2018: £4.1m), donations from the public £1.1m (2018: £971k) and investment income 
of £5k (2018: £2k).

EXPENDITURE 
2017-18 / £6.8M

2018-19 / £7.5M

Refugee Action’s total expenditure for the year ended 31 March 2019 increased to 
£7.5m (2018: £6.8m). Out of this, the cost of providing services to our clients was 
£6.7m (2018: £5.9m). 

COSTS

Safety £72

Charity eps £16

Fund-raising £12

TOTAL EXPENSES £100

12%

1 1
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2019

Notes Restricted 
funds 
£’000

Unrestricted 
funds 
£’000

Total  
2019 

£’000

INCOME FROM

Donations 2 130 962 1,092

Investment and other income 5 5

Charitable activities 3 6,163 - 6,163

TOTAL (Total Income) 6,293 967 7,260

EXPENDITURE ON

Raising funds: - 820 820

Charitable activities:

AVR – Choices 66 - 66

Asylum advice and community 
development services 5,449 715 6,164

Campaigns 338 146 484

TOTAL (Total expenditure) 5,853 1,681 7,534

NET INCOME (EXPENDITURE) 440 (714) (274)

Transfers between funds -

NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS FOR YEAR 440 (714) (274)

TOTAL FUNDS AT START OF YEAR 1,223 2,986 4,209

TOTAL FUNDS AT END OF YEAR 1,663 2,272 3,935

BALANCE SHEET 

FINANCIAL ASSETS
Debt instruments measured at amortised cost

2019 2018

£’000 £’000

Grants and other contracts receivable 2,604 1,748

Other debtors 46 48

TOTAL 2,650 1,796

Cash at bank and in hand of £1,927,000 (2018: £2,825,000) is held at face value.

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

2019 2018

£’000 £’000

Trade creditors 344 326

Accruals 22 61

TOTAL 366 387

This report was approved by the Board of Trustees on 24 October 2019  
and signed on their behalf by, Andy Gregg, Chair of the Board of Trustees.
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2019

 2019 
£’000

2018 
£’000

Cash flows from operating activities:

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities (903) (203)

Cash flows from investing activities 

(See reconciliation below):

Dividends, interest and rents from investments 5 2

Purchase of property, plant and equipment - (11)

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities 5 (9)

EXPENDITURE ON

Change in cash and cash equivalents in reporting period (898) (212)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the reporting period 2,825 3,037

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period 1,927 2,825

Reconciliation of net movement in funds to net cash flow from operating activities

 2019 
£’000

2018 
£’000

Net movement in funds for the reporting period  
(as per the statement of financial activities)

(274) (254)

Adjustment for:

Depreciation charges  58  62

Dividends, interest and rents from investments (5) (2)

(Increase) / decrease in debtors (889) (213)

Increase/(decrease) in creditors 207 204

(903) (203)



facebook.com/refugeeaction

twitter.com/refugeeaction

Refugee Action is an independent, national charity with forty years of  
experience of developing and delivering solutions to the challenges 
faced by refugees and people seeking asylum in the UK. Our vision is 
that refugees and people seeking asylum will be welcome in the UK. 
They will get justice, live free of poverty and successfully rebuild their
lives. We provide practical support to refugees and people seeking
asylum; train and support other charities working with refugees and 
people seeking asylum; and make the case to government for policies
that improve their ability to access justice and rebuild their lives.

Company no. 01593454 Registered charity no. 283660

To make a donation towards our work please go to
www.refugee-action.org.uk/give or call 0845 894 2536

London
Victoria Charity Centre
11 Belgrave Road
London SW1V 1RB
T: 0845 894 2536

Birmingham
2nd Floor, Cobalt Square
83 Hagley Road
Birmingham B16 8QG

Manchester
179 Royce Road
Manchester M15 5TJ

Bradford
40a Piccadilly
Bradford BD1 3NN

Liverpool
Liverpool Charity and 
Voluntary Services
151 Dale Street
Liverpool L2 2AH


